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Abstract
The ability to store, share, and re-use digital assets is of primary importance in the film production pipeline. Digital
assets typically include texture images, three-dimensional models, and scripts for creating special effects such as
water or explosions. Despite the growing use of virtual cinematography in the film production pipeline, existing
tools to manage digital assets are unable to harness the knowledge inherent in the creative composition and
editing decisions made by cinematographers. This work introduces Film Ties, a new form of visual communication
in which a first artist creates a virtual camera composition whose visual composition properties are stored into
a database allowing other artists to adopt that composition for use in their own different virtual scenes. On
adopting a composition, the system computes a comparable composition of subjects situated in a second virtual
environment. Artists can post comments on shared compositions using text or propose additional compositions
that adapt or improve upon the original composition. The stored compositions and suggested edits also serve as
an educational resource for junior filmmakers and film students.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.2.4 [Systems]: Multimedia databases—; Group and
Organization Interfaces H.5.3 Computer-supported cooperative work

1. Introduction

Virtual cinematography is now established as part of the
film production pipeline and finds extensive use in plan-
ning and filming compelling shots as evidenced by recent
Academy Awards for Best Cinematography, namely Em-
manuel Lubezki for "Gravity" (2013), Claudio Miranda for
"Life of Pi" (2012), Robert Richardson for "Hugo" (2011),
and Mauro Fiore for "Avatar" (2009). Production studios are
especially concerned with storing, sharing, and re-using dig-
ital assets which typically consist of images, music, three-
dimensional virtual prop models, rigged three-dimensional
characters, and scripts used to generate special effects such
as realistic water [Sof15]. Despite the importance of virtual
cinematography in the production pipeline, there exists no
method for harnessing the knowledge of composed camera
shots as a digital asset that can likewise be stored, shared,
and re-used.

This paper proposes a new mode of communication in
which the essence of a first composition is shared, en-
abling others to instantly obtain, within their own distinct
scenes, new virtual camera compositions which incorpo-

rate the composition features of the selected shared image.
This workflow enables studios to create databases of camera
compositions, which can be re-used in other productions. In
re-using compositions, the system invokes a smart camera
solver which computes a comparable shot in the virtual 3D
scene of the new production. The Film Ties workflow also
includes a social mode in which artists can choose to browse
compositions of selected favorite artists. Artists can post text
comments on one another’s compositions. Comments posted
on a first composition may include a second composition that
serves as a suggested improvement or alternate shot.

2. Film production pipeline

In the modern film production pipeline, storing, sharing, cri-
tiquing, editing, searching, and browsing digital assets is es-
sential. Digital assets are stored in networked systems to en-
able sharing and collaboration. The pipeline’s asset browser
enables the artists to locate and preview digital assets. Com-
ments and suggested changes are recorded so they can be
directed to the appropriate persons and to maintain a record
of the edits made to the work. Archived assets have value
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for re-use in sequels or as a learning resource or point of
reference for artists working on other projects [Dun14].

This synopsis of the film production pipeline suggests that
a system that aims to store camera compositions must pro-
vide the following features:

• Networked to allow sharing of compositions
• Persistent data storage of compositions
• Browse and search compositions
• Record comments and suggestions for review
• Tag content by author and time stamp
• Re-use of compositions

2.1. Related work

Prior works have proposed automated methods to assist
users in composing and editing shots in computer-generated
environments and in sharing and editing digital images and
videos in social spaces.

2.2. Virtual camera model

In Computer Graphics practice, a camera is typically repre-
sented by a set of properties that define its position (x,y,z),
orientation, aspect ratio, and lens field of view. The loca-
tion, size, and orientation of target objects may also be rep-
resented to allow a system to compute camera properties to
view desired targets [GA88]. The virtual camera and tar-
get objects may exist purely in a computer-generated virtual
scene or a real-world scene whose properties have been dig-
itized by some means.

2.3. Social and database systems

Many prior works dealt with database systems to create,
share, and comment upon artifacts of digital media.

FotoFile provides an interface to organize and efficiently
browse and retrieve photographs and audio according to
metadata tags. Users can tag content according to the con-
tent of the image or tag as favorites. It includes facial recog-
nition to help automate creation of tags to identify persons
appearing in a photograph [KPC∗99]. The Social Camera
leverages metadata tags including GPS, gyroscope orienta-
tion, time, and a mobile device’s camera settings to retrieve
and propose highly-rated pictures that a photographer could
consider when located in a similar position, facing direction,
and time of day [BMS11]. The OSCAR system aids pho-
tographers by retrieving exemplary images from its database
by searching for exemplars having similar subject matter
and composition features [YSQ∗12]. The Family Video
Archive enables family members to share, browse, and an-
notate videos and includes facilities to automate annotations
using metadata tags that list members of a family and dates
[AGL03].

Like these prior works, our system incorporates a social

component that allows users to share and comment on con-
tent. Film Ties differs from these prior works in that the con-
tent being shared represents the composition properties that
can be automatically adapted to different 3D scenes.

2.4. Intelligent virtual cameras

Research in intelligent virtual cinematography aims to com-
pute virtual camera configurations by position, orientation,
and lens properties to visualize objects or events that exist
in computer-generated virtual environments [CO09]. Early
works computed virtual camera configurations using math-
ematical functions of the position, size, and orientation of
a subject in addition to the desired relative view angle and
distance by adding an appropriate displacement vector to a
point in the subject [Fei85]. Blinn extended this approach to
compute camera placements of one or two subjects so that
the subjects appeared at desired points on-screen [GA88].
The Toric Manifold solution proposed by Lino and Christie
generalizes Blinn’s method to efficiently computes camera
properties that will result in compositions having one or two
specified target objects appearing at the desired on-screen
locations [LC12]. The Director’s Lens computes and pro-
poses a gallery of suggested cameras whose visual composi-
tion properties reflect previously recorded shots and editing
patterns [LCRB11].

Our work is most similar to Director’s Lens [LCRB11]
in that an intelligent camera system computes and proposes
a gallery of suggested cameras using the visual composition
properties of previously saved shots. Film Ties introduces
collaborative, social, and database functionality.

2.5. Production pipeline tools

Existing tools to support the film production pipeline can
store, search, browse, and re-use digital assets, including tex-
ture images, 3D models, and procedural scripts for executing
special effects or camera behaviors such as panning to fol-
lowing a target [Sof15]. Other toolkits offer procedures to
simulate commonly used camera behaviors such as orbiting
a target or simulating the jitter of a camera mounted to a ve-
hicle [Ani15]. Existing industry solutions provide no means
for users to create and share knowledge of camera composi-
tions.

Presently, no prior work address all of the requirements
for the proposed asset management of camera compositions
in the film production pipeline.

3. Example interaction

This first example illustrates how users can share composi-
tions and post and view comments to shared compositions.
Mark logs into the Film Ties web page, creates an account,
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then opens an animated scene of two birds playing volley-
ball. He presses the take a picture button (top-left and top-
right sides of the GUI). The client transmits the visual prop-
erties of his composition to the server. Mark then sees a
thumbnail image of his composition in the My Shots Gallery
in the lowermost part of the GUI (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Mark saves a composition.

Jane logs into Film Ties and selects Mark as a user whom
she wishes to follow. When Jane clicks on the Friend’s Shots
Tab, she sees Mark’s composition in her gallery. Jane likes
the way Mark frames the action between the umbrellas, but
thinks that the direct side angle makes the ball appear to stick
to the top of the net post. She increases the camera angle to
keep the framing and show the ball and net from a better
angle (Figure 2). She taps the Messages Gallery tab, then
saves her composition as a comment upon Mark’s composi-
tion along with a text message.

Figure 2: Jane suggests an alternate composition to Mark.

Mark reviews his compositions by touching the My Shots
Gallery tab. He notices that one of his compositions has a
comment so he touches that composition’s thumbnail im-
age, then touches on the Messages tab. His Messages Gallery
shows Jane’s alternate composition and text note (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Mark views Jane’s suggested composition and
comment.

In a second scenario, a film instructor has created a com-
position set in the volleyball scene to share with the film
class (Figure 4).

The film students elect to follow the instructor so that they

Figure 4: Film instructor shares a composition.

can view the shared composition. In this example, the stu-
dents are working in a different virtual 3D scene consisting
of flying blimps. Film Ties invokes its smart camera solver
which analyzes the staging of the blimp scene to compute a
composition of the two blimps (Figure 5) that preserves the
composition properties of the instructor’s example (Figure
4).

Figure 5: Solver computes a similar composition.

4. System overview

The Film Ties system is a client-server architecture with a
lightweight client managing the GUI and scene rendering
and sending and receiving messages via a socket connec-
tion with the server. The server processes client messages,
accesses the database, computes virtual camera viewpoints,
and transmits result messages to clients (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Film Ties Architecture
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5. Client-side system

The Film Ties client user interface enables its users to reg-
ister, login, logout, access VCR-style animation record and
playback controls, and utilize multiple galleries to browse
and search compositions. Each gallery displays a different
set of content ranging from static shot compositions (orga-
nized by current user or other "friend" users), messages and
suggested alternate compositions, and frames recorded for
the movie. VCR buttons provide controls to play/pause the
animation, record a snapshot, and step ahead or back in an-
imation time. All galleries include buttons to select the de-
sired sorting attribute such as by user who created the con-
tent or time created.

5.1. Encoding compositions

When a user saves a snapshot, the client encodes, for each
user-designated subject, a description of how it appears in
a normalized picture frame with bottom-left (-1.0, -1.0) and
top-right at (1.0, 1.0).

• Location of the subject’s center
• Bounding rectangle of the projection of the subject’s

bounding box
• Subject’s front-facing vector in local camera coordinates
• Fraction of the subject’s bounding rectangle lying in the

frame
• Fraction of the subject’s bounding box that is occluded

The staging encodes the three-dimensional layout of the
subjects as they are arranged in the virtual set and includes:

• Position of the subject’s center
• Front-facing direction vector of subject
• Orientation transform
• Axis-aligned bounding box of the subject

5.2. Client messages

The client encodes outgoing messages as JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON) text where all messages include a header
that identifies the command type, user making the request,
state of the GUI selections of current gallery, scene, movie,
selected snapshot, and current movie frame number. Com-
mands that involve saving a snapshot give the encoded 2D
composition properties and 3D staging layout. The listing in
Figure 7 shows an abbreviated version of the JSON message
that Jane’s client sends when she suggests the alternate com-
position from Figure 4.

5.3. Refresh on results received from server

On receiving a response message from the server, the client
updates its display to reflect the result of the request. Figure
8 illustrates the JSON message that Mark’s client receives
when Mark requests to see Jane’s suggested alternate camera

{"header":{"command":"CMD_SAVE_SNAPSHOT_COMMENT",
"userContext":{"userId":"JANE", "sceneId":1,
"movieId":"Volleyball",
"movieFrameNumber":0,
"selectedSnapshotId":1 },
"playerCompositions":
[{"name":"Blue_bird",

"position":{"x":0.3,"y":0.2},
"rectangle":

{"min":{"x":0.2,"y":-0.1},
"max":{"x":0.3,"y":0.5}},

"frontDirection":
{"x":0.56,"y":0.83,"z":-0.04},

"inFrame":1.0,
"occlusion":0.0 }, ...

"playerStagings":
[{"name":"Blue_bird",

"position":
{"x":-7.5,"y":2.0,"z":0.0},

"frontDirection":
{"x":-7.4,"y":2.2,"z":0},

"orientation":
{"x":0,"y":-0.71,"z":0,"w":0.71},

"boundBox":
{"min":{"x":-8.8,"y":-0.0,"z":-2.2},
"max":{"x":-6.3,"y":4.0,"z":2.2}},

... }],
"commentText":

"Good framing between umbrellas.
Change angle to better show net."}

Figure 7: Example client message to save a snapshot com-
ment

angle. The gallery entry identifies the user, Jane, the times-
tamp when Jane created the suggestion, and the unique snap-
shotID of Jane’s new composition. It also gives the client
the camera properties that were computed by the camera
solver which the client will use to render a thumbnail im-
age into Mark’s Messages gallery. The field commentAp-
pliesToSnapshotId specifies the unique ID of Mark’s original
snapshot. Lastly, we see Jane’s comment that accompanies
her suggested alternate composition.

6. Server-side system

The server is implemented as multi-threaded C++ code that
maintains a queue of active client socket connections and a
queue of received messages. On receipt of a message, the
server converts the incoming JSON message into an equiva-
lent C++ structure. It inspects the command type attribute
and dispatches the appropriate command handler routine,
which accesses the database, computes camera solutions,
and packages the result object. Lastly, the server serializes
the result object into JSON text and sends the message to
the client which initiated the incoming message.
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{"entryType":"SNAPSHOT_COMMENT",
"userId":"JANE",
"socialScore":1,
"createdDate":"2015-03-15T18:25:43-05:00",
"snapshotId":2,
"camera":{

"position":{ "x":-4.4,"y":2.6,"z":-16.4},
"quaternion":{ "x":0.0097,"y":0.9887,

"z":0.0742,"w":-0.1295},
"fov":60, "aspect":3.323,
"near":1,"far":1000},

"commentId":1,
"commentAppliesToSnapshotId":1,
"commentText":

"Good framing between umbrellas.
Change angle to show more of the net."}

Figure 8: Example server response

6.1. Database

The database is organized in a two-layer design consisting of
an abstract interface and a Microsoft SQL Server 2014 im-
plementation. It also contains a baseline simulated database
built upon the C++ standard collection library. The database
contains twelve principal tables, with the ones most relevant
to the previous example interactions explained below.

The Users table holds descriptive information about the
users of our application. This information includes the
UserID, password and affiliation of the user, along with the
user’s ImpactScore, which is the calculated social ranking of
this user’s contributions to the community, and the date the
user was added.

Since our application is a social application, the database
includes a Following table, which keeps track of "who is fol-
lowing whom". This table consists of two fields, a UserID
and a FollowerID. In this table, the record (X, Y) reflects the
fact that user Y is a follower of user X. Of course, this table
could also include the record (Y, X), which would mean that
user X is also following user Y.

The Movies table describes each movie to which our users
have access. Movies are identified by a MovieID and are
given a MovieName and MovieGenre. We also track the
UserID of the user who created the movie, the frames-per-
second rate of the movie (MovieFPS), the calculated So-
cialScore for the movie, the level of MovieAccess, and the
CreatedDate.

The table used to hold Compositions stores a description
of what we want to see in the 2-D picture frame. This in-
cludes the CompositionID and number of subjects, along
with a JSON string that describes how subjects appear in
the 2-D picture frame by giving the position, bounding rect-
angle, facing direction, fraction in frame, and fraction oc-
cluded (FrameComposition). The table also contains enu-
merated values for describing the cutting height (close-up,

medium shot, extreme long shot, etc.) of the subjects (Com-
positionType), the relative height of the camera to the sub-
jects (CompositionHeight), and how the composition is lit
(CompositionLighting).

The Snapshots table describes a single, non-moving cam-
era image or frame that represents a description of how select
characters and props are artfully composed for a given stag-
ing and composition. Uniquely identified by a SnapshotID,
each record in the table also contains a Description and the
UserID of the user who saved the snapshot. An optional
field, OriginatingSnapshotID, identifies the existing snap-
shot (if any) that was adopted by this user and was the basis
for this snapshot. The SceneContentID, StagingID, Compo-
sitionID, LensID, LensFocalLength, LensFocalRatio, Film-
FormatID, SocialScore, CreatedDate, and SnapshotAccess
that are associated with this snapshot are also stored.

A MovieFrame represents the use of a specified snapshot
to film a given moment of animation time in a movie. This ta-
ble contains a MovieFrameID, the SnapshotID that was used
to film this frame, the UserID of the person who made this
frame, the MovieID to which this frame belongs and the Cre-
atedDate. It also includes the AnimationTime, which cap-
tures the moment in time (in frames counted from the start
of animation) when this snapshot occurs in the animation.

Comments and feedback are collected in the Snapshot-
Comments table. Each record in the table contains a unique
CommentID, the SnapshotID to which the comment applies,
the UserID of the person making the comment, the complete
CommentText and its SnapshotCommentType such as sug-
gest alternate, improvement, or other, the CreatedDate and
the SocialScore of the comment, which is initialized to 1 for
new comments. It also contains an optional CommentSnap-
shotID, which is used whenever an alternate snapshot has
been created to show how the given snapshot might be re-
shot.

The MovieFrameComments table is analogous to the
SnapshotComments table, with "Snapshot" being substituted
with "MovieFrame" throughout. An additional field, Anima-
tionTime, is included to represent the moment of the anima-
tion at which the comment is to apply. This enables users
to suggest one or more alternate shots or edits for a given
moment in time in a movie.

The system defines a set of transactions which involve
reading or writing data from the tables. The available trans-
actions are expressed as an abstract C++ class or interface
that defines the method names, parameters, and return val-
ues. This abstraction layer enables implementers to deploy
the system using any suitable database engine (such as Mi-
crosoft SQL Server as in our prototype).

6.2. Virtual camera solver

When the client requests one or more stored snapshots, the
server must determine whether it can re-use the camera prop-
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erties stored with a snapshot or if it must compute cam-
era properties that re-create that snapshot’s composition in
the user’s current 3D scene. For snapshots in the Messages
Gallery and My Movie Gallery, the system responds with the
stored camera properties. For snapshots in the My Shots or
Friend’s Shot’s Galleries, the system invokes the smart cam-
era solver to analyze the given staging layout of the user’s
current 3D scene and the visual composition properties of a
given snapshot to compute a suitable comparable composi-
tion. The Smart Camera solver consists of an updated ver-
sion of the Toric Manifold solution proposed by Lino and
Christie, which computes camera parameters that will result
in compositions having one or two specified target objects
appearing at the desired on-screen locations [LC12]. Lino
and Christie have provided an updated version of the solver
that can also compute solutions in which one principle tar-
get either appears at a specified height on the screen or is
viewed from a specified relative view angle between the tar-
get’s "front face" and the camera. The client specifies which
set of virtual actors in the current scene will play the roles
for the subjects in the source composition that is to be re-
created.

6.3. Transmit results to client

The server creates a return message that includes a header
that identifies the client command request to which this
server-generated message responds. The message also in-
cludes a status indicator (success or failure) along with op-
tional error message text. A message may include a pay-
load that provides additional information to the client such
as what is shown in Figure 8 that specifies how to display a
suggested composition and its associated text comment.

7. Conclusion

Film Ties introduces an architecture which satisfies the re-
quired functionalites of storing, browsing, searching, and re-
use of camera compositions. It also provides a mechanism
for commentary and suggestions and tagging content by au-
thor and timestamp. The content can be explored to faciliate
learning from past movie projects. Film Ties also introduces
a new mode of social communication, in which the essence
of camera compositions can be shared, thus enabling power-
ful new creative workflows for film production studios and
film educators.

8. Future work

We are planning a large-scale study of the system involving
users with professional film experience, film educators and
students. We also intend to implement the continuity assist
features found in Director’s Lens, whereby computed cam-
eras conform to cinematic continuity relative to preceding
shots [LCRB11]. The client-server design makes it attrac-
tive to implement clients for content-creation packages and

game engines. Aspects of this work are protected by US and
European patents.
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